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Course description, incl. learning objectives and prerequisites:
“Doing phenomenology is becoming infected with a certain pathos that creates an openeness to the world and a
wondering attentiveness that is the trigger in phenomenological inquiry.”(Van Manen, 2014, p. 36). This insight into
the heart of phenomenological research is indeed pivotal not only for phenomenological philosophy in narrow sense
but indeed also for practitioners in qualitative research as well as practice-, dialogue-, and action-based research, who
ground themselves on the discipline of hermeneutic and phenomenology.
Gadamer (2006) emphasises that phenomenological and hermeneutic experiences have the structure of the question.
Only when we as hermeneutic and phenomenological researchers ‘are taken’ by the question and moved to a certain
‘non-knowing openness and receptiveness’ will we be able to receive a deeper understanding of the subject matter
that engage us. However, when doing empirical research on phenomenological and hermeneutic ground we often see
an uneasiness with and lack of wonder in many PhD-student’s (as well as human science researchers) systematic
reflections on themes and ‘meaning units’ in their analysis. Wittgenstein wrote: “Man has to awaken to wonder - and
so perhaps do people. Science is a way of sending him to sleep again.”(Wittgenstein, 1980, s.5) Will a too
methodological and systematic analyses approach stand it the way for more original thinking in qualitative research as
well as in practice-based dialogue- and action research? How then do we learn to oriented towards a more wonderbased research approach?
In human science based on phenomenology and hermeneutics focus is often put on ‘the human factor’, that is, interhuman relations and other more humanistic, existential, esthetical, ethical and maybe even spiritual dimensions of and
experiences in professional life and human life as such. How are we to do research on these fragile, meaning-giving,
non-tangible and sometimes wonder-awakening life events and life phenomena?
If to be in wonder (in Greek: thaumazein) – as opposed to being for example curious, critical reflecting, in a problemsolving-oriented or explaining-seeking analysis mode – is a main quality or hallmark in phenomenology and
hermeneutics as many scholars, philosophers and human scientists would say (Merleau-Ponty, Patocka, Marcel,
Heidegger, Gadamer, Arendt, Wittgenstein), then how can we then better understand, train and cultivate our ability to
and sensitivity for what is, and how we can practice a wondrous reflection or maybe even a kind of “wonder-in-action”
as something different to “reflection-in-action”(Schön, 1983)?
If wonderment in some respect ‘wells up’ when the researcher is in contact and dialogue with a wonder-in-life (an
enigmatic life phenomena or event), how are we to understand these wonders? If wonder means the encounter with
what is new, unprecedented and in other ways surprising, then the everyday seems to be its precise antidote: The
everyday is the sphere of the familiar, of repetition and the returning of the same. Still, such conception of the
everyday is too one-sided, for also ordinary life keeps being interrupted by certain experiences of things turning out
different than expected.
One could point to some phenomenological candidates of accounting for such interruptions of the everyday, as
something completely Other (Otto, 1950), or as saturated phenomena (Marion, 2002). This perspective presupposes a
clear split between the everyday and what interruptively occurs in it. Other phenomenologists (Dahl, 2010) find it to
be illuminating and fruitful to describe and understand wonder which overcomes such split. Arguably, wonder is not so
much tied to the new and surprising, but a noteworthy experience that is made up by the wavering and

interpenetration of the familiar and the foreign. Phenomenology means disciplining our attention on what we actually
experience. In this attention the phenomena of the world, even the apparently very trivial, reveals an inexhaustible
depth.
Modern empirical science is reducing (from Latin: reducere = lead back) new knowledge to an established knowledge
foundation that may be verified or falsified, nuanced or corrected by such reduction. The aim is to establish a
knowledge so well tested as possible – and by doing so, processes of wondering become little attention compared to
the undertaking of designing research and analysing data.
Phenomenology and hermeneutics can be seen as reactions to modern reductive research, – reactions aiming at
establishing knowledge or insight on the ground of sensation, feeling, lived experience, narration and concrete
reflection (Lindseth, 2015). Phenomenological and hermeneutical research is not about stating facts but rather about
finding and giving orientation in life. Such research will have a normative dimension and it will naturally include
processes of wondering. Being influenced by main stream science we are not always so aware of that.
In order to cultivate the sense of wonder, and to understand the close relation between sensing and wonder, we will
also in the course be focusing on the phenomenological analysis of sensation. Sensation and sense perception has
been misunderstood generally in the European philosophy since Plato and Democritus (Wolf, 2017). It has been
understood in the scheme of the separation of body and soul. The soul receives sense data from the outside. Nobody
experiences sensation in this way. The soul, later on called consciousness, mind, the mental etc., is a theoretical
construction (Wolf, 2017). In sense perception and bodily sensation there is no separation between soul and body,
subject and object. When we sense there is no separation between us and the world. At closer attention sensation
turns out to be an amazing phenomenon.
In the course we will be reflecting on the phenomenology of wonder (Rubenstein,2011) and on different practices of
wonder (Vasalou, 2012; Hansen, 2015a) in doing human science. Learning to do phenomenological-hermeneutic
research is not primary about learning some specified knowledge and a specific methodology. It is not about ‘how’ to
do it but about developing a musicality for the mystery in daily life and a particular ‘listening’ orientation towards the
world. Thus, if wonder is connected to a certain kind of ‘being-in-the-world’ and maybe also some virtues and
attitudes or tactfulness and Bildung (Gadamer, 2006), then how can we call upon or immerse ourselves into these
wondrous moments in our research processes? Is it for example possible to talked about and practice ‘wonder-based
and phenomenological action research’(Hansen, 2015a)? How do we in practice-based insider-research (Lindseth,
2015) connect to the primordial world-relation that wonder seems to lead us to? And how would we practice wonderinspired phenomenological-hermeneutic analyses in empirical research (Lindseth & Norbjerg, 2004)?
These are some of the questions that we invite PhD-students to reflect upon and wonder about in dialogue with the
keynote speakers.
Course aims
The main aim of the course is to support course participants’ PhD projects by working with wonder-based or wonderinspired approaches to qualitative research, practice-based dialogue and action research. We will focus on the
phenomenology of wonder, and different practices of wonder. Reflection on the ontic and ontological dimension of
wonder will be discussed as well as the different phenomenological and hermeneutical attitude and virtues that seems
to call upon a sense of wonder. Each participant will get the opportunity to examine in what way they are
understanding wonder and to find ‘traces of living wonder’ in their own writings. The course is intended to provide
participants with insights and attitudes that will cultivate their capacity or readiness in what Gadamer (2006) describes
as moving into ‘the open’. And by doing that hopefully also the participants’ ability to ‘thinking-through-wonderment’
(Heidegger, 1994; Smythe et al. 2008) on their empirical as well as theoretical studies.
The course is designed to help to answer complex questions such as the following:
• How can we practice, analyse, and understand qualitative research as well as practice-, dialogical and action research
when putting a special emphasis on wonder? • How can we become more aware – cognitive, affective and existential
– on the different dimensions of wonderments? • What can we learn from the philosophers and phenomenologists of
wonder? • How may a wonder-based approach in qualitative research or action research look like? • Is it possible to
design wonder-based dialogues or interviews? Or is it more like an improvising art experience, that is, something that
speaks to us and comes to us, when it wants to? • How can we understand the ontological dimension – or primordial

world-relation – in the phenomenological-hermeneutic research? • Why is wonder connected to special form of
sensing and ‘caring-for-the-world’? • What might be the enigmatic connection between love and wonder, as
Heidegger indicate when saying: “Love, as basic motive for phenomenological understanding.”(Heidegger, 1982, 185)?
• How can wonder help the researcher to get in a better dialogue with the life phenomena in the field? • How can we
critically and reflexively work with issues and practices of wonder and notions such as hermeneutic and
phenomenological experiences and truth?
Teaching methods:
Course format
The course will be organised along lectures, dialogues and interactivity through workshops.
Morning lectures will be thematically organised in order to address the questions listed above. The lectures will be
followed by Socratic dialogue workshops, where a community of wonder around chosen questions will be practiced.
These are preparations for dialogue between the course participants and speaker of the morning session.
Afternoon will start with a short question of wonder by one of the other speakers of the course and inspired by the
morning session. Afterwards the afternoon will consist of course participants’ presentations and feedback based on
the 10-page papers (in English, Danish, Norwegian or Swedish) submitted by course participants prior to the course.
Afternoon workshops will be divided into groups of 5-6 participants. It is expected that every group member has read
all papers in their group prior to the course. In addition, there will be two designated feedback givers (1 PhD student &
1 teacher) who will give detailed feedback. A detailed program for each day will be sent out in November. Morning
workshops will be held in English. There will be both English-language and Scandinavian- language afternoon
workshops (depending on the language of the 10-page papers submitted).
The aim of this format is to create a dynamic interplay between the philosophical, theoretical, methodological,
empirical and practice-oriented perspectives brought into play on the course and in PhD research practices.
Preliminary program:
th

November 15 :
Morning session:
Speaker 1: Professor Anders Lindseth, University of Gothenburg: Phenomenological and hermeneutic research:
Concrete reflection from lived experience
Speaker 2: Professor Finn Thorbjørn Hansen, University of Aalborg (DK): Practical considerations about the Tone and
Call of Wonder in Phenomenological Action Research
Workshops and dialogue
Afternoon session:
Speaker 3 og 4: Wonder question (one short inspiration)
Paper presentation Workshops
th

November 16 :
Morning session:
Speaker 3: Professor Espen Dahl, Universitety in Tromsø: The Wonder and the Everyday
Dialogue workshop
Afternoon session:
Speaker 1, 2 or 4: Wonder question (two short inspirations)
Paper presentation Workshops
th

November 17 :
Morning session:
Speaker 4: Associate Professor Jakob Wolf, University of Copenhagen: The comeback of the wonder in the
phenomenological approach to the world.
Dialogue workshops
Afternoon session:
Speaker 1, 2 or 3: Wonder question (two short inspirations)
Paper presentation Workshops
Rounding off and goodbye!

Anders Lindseth is in Norway Professor Emeritus for practical philosophy at the Centre for Practical Knowledge, Nord
University. In Sweden he was 2008–2016 Guest Professor for practical knowledge at the School of Design and Crafts,
Faculty of Fine, Applied and Performing Arts, Gothenburg University. 1988-2001 he was professor at the Department
for Health Care Research, Faculty of Medicine, University of Tromsø. His main fields of interest are relational and
health care ethics, philosophy of practice, philosophy of human sciences and methodology.
Finn Thorbjørn Hansen is Full Professor in dialogical and philosophical practice at the Centre for Dialogue and
Organization, Department of Communication, Aalborg University (and host of this PhD-seminar). He has for many
years been doing research in the phenomenology of wonder, and how Socratic and wonder-based dialogues can be
applied in qualitative research and especially phenomenological-oriented action research. He has written several
books on these subjects and also facilitated practice-based and phenomenological action research in different areas of
professions such as Design School, Hospice, Innovation in Public Organisation and hospitals, who all wanted to inquiry
how the existential and ontological dimensions in these fields can be understood and seen as a resource.
Espen Dahl is Full Professor in systematic theology at UiT – The Arctic University of Norway. His dissertation was an
attempt to shed phenomenological light on the interweaving of the holy and various modes of ordinary experience
(2007, published 2010). He has been working on different themes within ordinary language philosophy and
phenomenology, especially related to religion, aesthetics, memory and embodiment. He has published two books
related to the holy, and one, more recently, on the work of Stanley Cavell’s philosophy and its religious significance.
Jakob Wolf is since 1995 associated professor at the department of Systematic Theology, University of Copenhagen.
His dissertation, "Theory and phenomenon" (1984) was on the phenomenology of Hans Lipps. His habilitation, "A
world of colours" (1990) was on Goethes theory of colours, Hans Lipps' language philosophy and K.E. Løgstrup's
philosophy of religion. Wolf’s main interest has always been phenomenological research. He have published 11 books.
The two latest books are on Rudolf Otto's phenomenology of the holy (2014) and an introduction to the
phenomenology of Hermann Schmitz (2017). K.E. Løgstrup was his teacher and has been very inspiring for his research
career.
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